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The far-infrared vibrational spectra for charged vanadium clusters with sizes of 3–15 atoms have
been measured using infrared multiple photon dissociation of Vn

+Ar→Vn
++Ar. Using

density-functional theory calculations, we calculated the ground state energy and vibrational spectra
for a large number of stable and metastable geometries of such clusters. Comparison of the
calculated vibrational spectra with those obtained in the experiment allows us to deduce the cluster
size specific atomic structures. In several cases, a unique atomic structure can be identified, while
in other cases our calculations suggest the presence of multiple isomers. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1862621g

I. INTRODUCTION

Small clusters or nanoparticles exhibit properties that are
often quite different from those in the bulk phase. For ex-
ample, small metal clusters have been shown to exhibit un-
usual magnetic properties.1 In particular, vanadium clusters
have been predicted to have large magnetic moments.2–6

Small nanoparticles also play an increasingly important role
in catalysis.7,8 With new approaches in synthesis, it may be-
come feasible to control the size and possibly also the struc-
ture of the nanoparticles, and thus to control their properties.
Therefore, it is paramount to gain a better understanding of
the atomic structure and properties of small metal clusters.

Direct experimental measurements of the atomic ar-
rangements of small metal clusters are difficult. Various iso-
mers may exist that are stable or metastable configurations.
Recently, information on the geometric structure of Ag and
Au clusters has been obtained by measuring their collision
cross sections in an ion mobility experiment.9 However, this
approach only gives information about the size, but not about
the internal structure of the clusters. Optical and photoelec-
tron spectroscopies allow for the determination of the elec-
tronic structure, which gives indirect information on the
atomic structure. In a few cases, vibrational resolution has
been obtained with such techniques, but this results only in a
small section of the vibrational spectrum. In principle, the
determination of the vibrational spectra is desirable, since it

maps the forces between the atoms and thereby reflects the
structure of the cluster. Raman spectroscopy has been ap-
plied to some small mass selected clusters, which are accu-
mulated and embedded in rare gas matrices.10,11 Neverthe-
less, the requirement of mass selection limits the
practicability of this method and, additionally, the matrix can
affect the properties of the embedded clusters.

In order to determine the structure of the clusters, such
experiments need to be complemented with theoretical stud-
ies. Density-functional theorysDFTd calculations can be
used to compare the total energy of a number of cluster iso-
mers of different geometric and electronic structures, thus
predicting the energetically preferred structure. For example,
Grönbeck and Rosén12 performed DFT calculations to pre-
dict the ground state structure of neutral vanadium clusters of
size 2 to 8. In a later study, Wu and Ray13 presented DFT
results for neutral and cationic vanadium clusters in the size
range from 2 to 9. A recent DFT study by Liet al.14 reports
results for neutral, anionic, and cationic vanadium clusters of
sizes up to 8. Studies that are based on empirical potentials15

and the tight binding method16,17 have looked at the opti-
mized atomic structure for even larger neutral vanadium
clusters.

However, the isomer that is calculated to have the lowest
energy is not necessarily the one that is actually present in
the experiments. There are several reasons for this: several
structures may be very close in energy, so that present-day
exchange-correlation functionals are not sufficiently accurateadElectronic mail: cratsch@math.ucla.edu
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to decide which of them may be the most favorable. Second,
for kinetic reasons, the experiment may favor metastable
structures.

In this paper we present the details of a combined theo-
retical and experimental study on the structure determination
of metal clusters. We have recently shown that multiple pho-
ton dissociation spectroscopy on metal cluster rare gas com-
plexes allows for the determination of cluster size specific
far-infrared spectra, and that a comparison with vibrational
spectra calculated by DFT can be used to determine the
atomic structure,18 because these spectra are typically rather
different for different atomic configurations. The experimen-
tal setup and experimental details are described in Sec. II.
The computational procedure and details are given in Sec.
III. Finally, in Sec. IV we give a detailed comparison for all
the vanadium clusters of size 3 to 15 studied here, and illus-
trate how the combination of the ground state energy and the
comparison of the IR spectrum allows us to identify the
atomic structure for most of these clusters.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The experiments are carried out in a molecular beam
setup that is coupled to the beam line of the Free Electron
Laser for Infrared experimentssFELIXd. This laser can pro-
duce intense, several microseconds long pulses of tunable IR
radiation in the range of,40–2000 cm−1. Each pulse consist
of a train of ,0.3–3 ps long micropulses of typically
,10 mJ, spaced by 1 ns. The time and intensity profile of the
radiation makes FELIX a suitable tool for studying multiple
photon excitation processes in molecules or clusters.19 Some
details of the experimental setup have already been given in
Ref. 18, and will also be described more extensively
elsewhere.20 In short, cationic vanadium clusters Vn

+ are
formed in a laser vaporization cluster source by ablating a
vanadium target and quenching the plasma with a short pulse
of a gas mixture of 0.5 % Ar in Hessee Fig. 1d. Complexes
with Ar atoms sVn

+Ard are formed after passing through a
copper channel that is cooled to about 80 K. The molecular
beam containing these complexes is overlapped with the
far-IR output of FELIX. Resonant absorption of one or mul-
tiple IR photons by the complexes can be followed by evapo-
ration of single or more Ar atoms from the complex leading
to decreases in their abundances. These complex abundances

are measured using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spec-
trometer as a function of the IR wavelength. After normal-
ization for laser power variations and intensity fluctuations
stemming from the cluster source, one obtains the absorption
spectra of the corresponding vanadium cluster complexes.
Although the thus obtained spectra correspond to the spectra
of the Ar complexes, the vanadium clusters are the active
chromophore and the influence of the Ar atoms is assumed
and expected to be negligible. The spectra are recorded in the
frequency range where one expects the metal cluster vibra-
tions, between 140 and 450 cm−1.

The IR induced changes in the complex intensities are
converted to absorption cross sectionsssnd and normalized
for variations of the laser powerPsnd over the tuning range
using

ssnd = lnfI0/Isndg/Psnd,

whereIsnd andI0 are the intensities of a certain VnAr+ com-
plex with and without FELIX irradiation, respectively. This
procedure assumes a one-photon absorption process. How-
ever, the binding energies of Ar atoms are on the order of 0.1
eV,21,22 which implies that the dissociation follows the ab-
sorption of multiple photons. In addition, the spectral width
and shape of the focussed beam are changing with wave-
length, and it is therefore not at all clear if this simple nor-
malization suffices.

Most of the experimental spectra are obtained on the
monoargon complex, and especially for the larger clusters
the spectra do not depend on the number of attached argon
atoms. However, for some complexes we observe distortion
of spectral features or disappearance of some bands because
of formation of those complexes as a result of fragmentation
of higher argon complexes. This effect appears mainly at
lower frequencies where the IR laser intensity is relatively
low and the excitation does not necessarily lead to complete
evaporation of all argon atoms. Therefore, for some clusters
sn=5–7d, spectra of complexes with more argon atoms are
used as these complexes suffer less from the interference of
dissociation of larger clusters.

In addition to experimental effects, the appearance of the
IR spectra can be influenced by the mechanism of multiple
photon absorption. The successive resonant absorption of
multiple photons depends on a fast intramolecular vibrational
energy redistribution. The time scale for this process is much
faster than the duration of the excitation pulses,5 msd and
therefore the absorption/redistribution cycle can be accom-
plished up to several hundred times for one cluster during a
single pulse. However, vibrational energy redistribution de-
pends on a high density of vibrational states and for the
smallest clusters it can be inefficient, especially at low en-
ergy. This can affect the intensities of low energy bands or
even lead to their disappearance. Furthermore, thescrossd
anharmonicities can lead to small redshifts of the absorption
bands relative to the bands in single photon absorption
spectra.23

FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup for the IR multiple photon disso-
ciation spectroscopy of the argon complexes of metal cluster cations.
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III. DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY CALCULATIONS

A. Computational procedure

The DFT calculations are carried out using theDMOL3

code,24 which is an all-electron code that uses numerical
atomic orbitals as a basis set. It is an extremely efficient code
for small clusters. In all calculations shown below, we use an
all-electron basis set that consists of 24 basis functions for
each atom. The basis functions are truncated at a real space
cutoff radius of 12 bohrs. Details of the convergence tests are
given in the Appendix.

We employed the following computational procedure:
First, we calculated the ground state energy for a large num-
ber of geometries for the clusters of each size. The atomic
positions of the structures were always relaxed. As initial
geometries we started with all the structures that have been
discussed previously in the literature.12–17 In addition, we
tried a large number of different geometries that were de-
rived from previously calculated structures. For example, for
many clusters one can describe the geometry as a superposi-
tion of smaller building blocks that typically are trigonal,
tetragonal, pentagonal, or hexagonal pyramids. Thus, one
can often simply add or subtract an atom from a cluster of
sizen to obtain a start geometry for a cluster of sizen+1 or
n−1. In this manner, we typically generated at least ten or
more different geometries for each size. It is important to
emphasize that finding the correct initial geometry is a major
challenge. As the cluster size increases, the number of pos-
sible atomic configurations increases dramatically. There-
fore, it is possible that for certain cluster sizessin particular,
the larger onesd we did not find the correct atomic structure.
We also note that it is important to not enforce any symme-
try. In fact, slightly distorted structures are often more favor-
able than highly symmetric ones.

We also tested the different possible spin states for all
clusters. The effect of the spin state will be illustrated below.
Once the structures and spin states that are energetically
most favorable were detected, we calculated the vibrational
spectrum of these systems. This was done by displacing each
atom in each direction, in order to evaluate the 3n dimen-
sional force-constant matrix. Then we diagonalized the re-
sulting dynamical matrix. The IR intensities were obtained
from the derivative of the dipole moment. For the purpose of
an easy comparison to the experimental data, we folded for
all results shown in Sec. IV the calculated spectra with a
Gaussian line shape function of half-width of 2 cm−1.

B. The exchange-correlation functional

All results presented in Sec. IV were obtained using the
generalized gradient approximationsGGAd in the parametri-
zation of Perdew, Burke, and ErnzerhofsPBEd sRef. 25d for
the exchange-correlationsXCd functional. However, an im-
portant question that one needs to ask is whether the results
for the energy differences between different structures and
the calculated vibrational spectra are sensitive to the choice
of the XC functional. We have therefore tested the impor-
tance of the choice of the XC functional. In Figs. 2 and 3 we
compare results obtained with the GGA in the PBE param-
etrization to results obtained with the GGA in the RPBE

parametrization,26 and to results in the local-density approxi-
mationsLDA d.27 The geometries were all relaxed for each of
the XC functionals. An agreement of all quantities of interest
between these three different XC functionals is a good indi-
cation for the reliability of the theoretical results.

FIG. 2. Comparison of IR spectra for the four most relevant structures for
V8

+ obtained with the GGA within the PBEsleftd and the RPBEsmiddled
parametrization, as well as with the LDAsrightd. The relative energies are
given in eV. Note that no scaling factor has been applied.

FIG. 3. Comparison of IR pectra for the four most relevant structures for V9
+

obtained with the GGA within the PBEsleftd and the RPBEsmiddled pa-
rametrization, as well as with the LDAsrightd. The relative energies are
given in eV. Note that no scaling factor has been applied.
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In Fig. 2 we show the calculated spectra for the four
lowest energy structures for V8

+, which are labeledsAd–sDd.
In Fig. 3 we show the calculated spectra for the two lowest
energy structures for V9

+. They are labeledsAd and sBd, and
have a spin ofS=1. The corresponding structures with spin
stateS=0 are labeledsA8d and sB8d. The exact atomic con-
figurations are shown in Figs. 10 and 12. We chose these two
cluster sizes because they are approximately in the middle of
the size range studied in this paper. V8

+ is very representative
for a cluster where the energetically most preferred isomers
have rather different atomic structures, while V9

+ is represen-
tative for a cluster where the structural and energetical dif-
ferences for the lowest energy isomers are rather subtle.

The main observations when comparing the IR spectra
obtained with different XC functionals are that for all struc-
tures shown, the spectra are very similar. The peaks for the
two different GGA parametrizations are almost at the same
positions, while the LDA peaks are shifted to larger frequen-
cies. This can easily be explained by the well-known
overbinding for the LDA, which leads to larger force con-
stants. But there are subtle differences in the spectra, in par-
ticular, in the relative strength of the peaks that are an indi-
cation for the accuracy we can expect from this type of
calculation. For example, for structuresA8d for V9

+ the rela-
tive intensity of the two main peaks changes by almost 50%
between the different XC functionals. Similar effects can be
seen for the other structures as well.

The results for the different XC functionals also indicate
that one has to be particularly careful in the interpretation of
the data when two peaks are very close. For example, for
structuresBd for V8

+, we see a strong peak at<250 cm−1 and
a broader peak at<360 cm−1 for the PBE-GGA parametri-
zation. This latter peak is actually a double peak, as can be
seen best from the LDA results. Similarly, it appears that the
spectrum for structuresB8d for V9

+ is slightly different for
different XC functionals. The spacing and relative strengths
of the first eight peaks change slightly between the different
XC functionals. Most prominently, it appears that there is
one additional peak in the RPBE parametrization. However,
close inspection of our results shows that the peak at second
largest wave number obtained with the PBE-GGA XC func-
tional slocated at<350 cm−1d, and the peak at second largest
wave number obtained with the LDA functionalslocated at
<380 cm−1d do actually consist of two peaks. We note that
peaks that are that close are not possible to distinguish ex-
perimentally. These observations will guide us in the inter-
pretation of the experimental spectrasbelowd.

We now turn our attention to the reliability of the calcu-
lated energy differences. For structuressAd–sCd for V8

+, the
energy differences are essentially the same within the PBE
and RPBE treatments of the GGA. They are also very similar
to the LDA results. The only noticeable difference is struc-
turesBd, which is<0.15 eV more favorable within the LDA.
For structuresDd the energy differences to structuresAd are
the largest among the different XC functionals. StructuresDd
has a much higher relative energy, and different local minima
exist, that correspond to different distortions. Using the LDA
functional, the system converges to a differently distorted
structure upon relaxation of the geometry.

For the second system discussed here, V9
+, the situation

is slightly more complex. The PBE and RPBE parametriza-
tion give the same energy ordering for the different structures
and the different spins. The differences are very small, less
than 0.1 eV. However, if we compare the GGA results with
the LDA results, we see differences: With the LDA, structure
sA8d with spinS=0 is favored, and structuresAd with S=1 is
higher in energy by 0.13 eV. The energy differences between
sAd andsBd andsA8d andsB8d are similar to the GGA results.
We conclude that the energy difference of the same system
with different spins is not always well produced when the
difference is small, and in fact for this particular case the
order is reversed. From these calculations we estimate that
the energy difference between different spins has an accuracy
of only 0.2 eV, while the energy difference between systems
with the same spin is accurate to within 0.1 eV.

C. Vibrational-free energies

The DFT calculations as discussed so far only give the
total energy for each system. In this paper, we also include
the contributions of the vibrational degrees of freedom to the
free energies. The vibrational contribution to the free ener-
gies are calculated according to

FvibsTd = o
n
FhnS1

2
+

1

expshn/kBTd − 1
DG

− o
n
S hn

expshn/kBTd − 1

− kT ln f1 − exps− hn/kBTdgD ,

where the sums go over all vibrational modes with frequency
n, kB is the Boltzmann constant,h is Planck’s constant, andT
is the temperature. The first term corresponds to the vibra-
tional energy, while the second term represents the vibra-
tional entropy. We find that the total contribution to the free
energy due to the vibrational terms is typically of the order
of several tenths of an eV, but the contribution to the energy
differences is much smaller. As an example, the temperature
dependence of the vibrational energy for V8

+ is shown in
Table I for different structures. We get similarsor even
smallerd contributions for all other clusters. In fact, with the
exception of structuresDd for V8

+, this additional contribution
is less than 0.1 eV for all systems discussed in this paper, for
temperatures up to 300 K. In particular, the contribution to
the energy differences due the vibrational terms in the free
energy is smaller than the accuracy of the calculations, and is

TABLE I. Additional energy contributionsin eVd to the energy differences
frelative to structuresAdg due to the vibrational energy as calculated by
equations1d for V8

+ at different temperatures.

TemperaturesKd 0 100 200 300

Struc sAd 0 0 0 0
Struc sBd 0.007 0.014 0.027 0.040
Struc sCd 0.020 0.028 0.046 0.064
Struc sDd 0.042 0.053 0.083 0.117
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therefore not relevant. Nevertheless, all energies quoted in
this paper include the contributions of the zero-point vibra-
tional energy.

D. Scaling of the frequencies

It is a well known problem that the vibrational frequen-
cies that are calculated from DFT are slightly shifted com-
pared to the experimental ones. This is partly related to the
fact that the bulk lattice constant is slightly overestimated
sunderestimatedd within the GGAsLDA d. It is therefore com-
mon to apply a scaling factor to the calculated frequencies to
bring the calculated spectra in better agreement with the ones
measured experimentally. We apply a common, constant fac-
tor of 0.87 to all the results shown in Sec. IV. This factor is
obtained from the calculations for the vanadium dimer: We
calculate a frequency of 618 cm−1 for V2 using the GGA
with PBE, which is in good agreement with the values of
628 cm−1 and 596 cm−1 that were calculated by Grönbeck
and Rosén12 and Calaminiciet al.,28 where the LDA with
gradient corrections, and the GGA were used, respectively.
The experimental value29 is 538 cm−1, so the ratio of the
experimental value to the one calculated by us is 0.87. We
note that a scaling factor of 0.89 would result for GGA with
RPBE, and a smaller scaling facor of 0.82 would result for
the LDA. A smaller scaling factor for the LDA is consistent
with the well known overbinding. The bond length for V2

was calculated to be 1.77 Å, in excellent agreement with the
experimental value30 of 1.77 Å, and with previous DFT re-
sults of 1.77 Å and 1.802 Å by Grönbeck and Rosén12 and
Calaminiciet al.,28 respectively. We also note that the calcu-
lated bond length for V2

+ of 1.76 Å agrees very well with the
experimental value31 of 1.735 Å.

We apply the same scaling factor of 0.87 to all frequen-
cies shown, even though it is conceivable that this scaling
factor should be slightly different for clusters of different
size, or different symmetry. When comparing the experimen-
tal to the theoretical spectra it is therefore more relevant to
focus on thesrelatived spacing between different peaks in the
spectrum, rather than on the agreement of the absolute fre-
quencies.

E. The Effect of the rare gas atoms

All the calculations presented below are for Vn
+ clusters,

while the experimental spectra are obtained from the disso-
ciation of VnAr+→Vn

++Ar. This is justified, because the rare
gas atoms bind only very weakly to the Vn

+ cluster. Never-
theless, we did calculations to check this assumption. For V3

+

and V4
+, we have calculated the vibrational spectra of the

lowest energy structures with an additional Ar atom attached.
We find that the calculated frequencies as well as the relative
line intensities are essentially unaffectedschanges are less
than 3 cm−1d, and that the binding energy of the Ar atom is
only about 0.1 eV.

IV. RESULTS: COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS
WITH EXPERIMENT

In Sec. IV A we will discuss some general trends. Then,
we will present results for all clusters containing from 3 to

15 atoms in Sec. IV B–IV N. For each of these subsections
we will show one key figure that includes the structure rep-
resentation of the most stable configurations at the top, the
experimentally measured spectrum below, and the calculated
spectra for all the relevant structures underneath. We will
always consider at least two different geometric structures
and often several different spin states. In the discussion be-
low, structures that have almost the same geometry, but a
different spin state, will also be referred to as different struc-
tures. The spin state of the structures considered, as well as
the energy differencesin eVd relative to the most stable
structure are noted in the figure.

A. General trends

Our theoretical results clearly show that each cluster has
a very distinct vibrational spectrum. Some clusters exhibit
very few peaks, while other clusterssthat might differ in the
number of atoms by just oned have many peaks, indicating a
significant change in the symmetry of the atomic arrange-
ment.

In Fig. 4sad we show the binding energy per atom as a
function of the cluster size. It decreases monotonically, and
approaches the value of the cohesive energy. The latter has
been calculated for neutral vanadium bulk in the bcc struc-
ture asEcoh=−4.60 eV, which is larger than the experimental
value of25.31 eV. The energy decrease is rather smooth; in
particular, the binding energy per atom does not exhibit
strong quantum size effects or large jumps in the energy.
Only upon close inspection one might argue that the decrease
in energy per atom is particularly strong for the clusters of
size 8, 10, and 13, indicating that these are more stablesrela-
tivelyd than the other sizes. This can also be seen in Fig. 4sbd,
where we plot the discrete second derivative of the binding
energy for each clusterENNsid=fEsi −1d−2Esid+Esi +1dg /2,
which has minima for sizes 8, 10, and 13.

Our results show that the structures with the lowest en-
ergy are also the ones with the lowest possible spins. Since
vanadium has 23 electrons, and we consider cationic clusters
in this study, this means that we typically get spinS=0 for

FIG. 4. sad Binding energy per atom for the two most stable geometries for
V5

+–V15
+ . sbd Discrete second derivative of the binding energy per atomENN

for the most stable structures.
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clusters with an odd number of atoms, andS=1/2 for clus-
ters with an even number of atoms. This is in agreement with
experimental results for neutral vanadium clusters, where it
has been found that at low temperatures the low spin struc-
tures are preferred.32 The only exception in our calculations
is V5

+. There, however, the energy differences of structures
sAd and sBd with S=1 to the same structures withS=0 are
found to be within the accuracy of our calculations, so that
we cannot predict with certainty which of these four systems
will be the true ground state structure.

B. Results and discussion for V 3
+

We find several local minima for V3
+. Our calculations

indicate that an isosceles triangle with bond lengths 2.14 Å,
2.14 Å, and 2.28 Å, with a spin ofS=0 is preferredfstructure
sAd in Fig. 5sadg. A similar triangle with bond lengths 2.15 Å,
2.15 Å, and 2.24 Å withS=1 is slightly higher in energy
fstructuresBdg. We also discuss a third structuresCd, where
the isosceles are longer than the bases2.24 Å, 2.24 Å, and
2.04 Å, respectivelyd, with a spinS=1. The calculated spec-
tra for all three structures are shown in Fig. 5scd. In the
calculations we find that the spectra are dominated by one
strong peak, that is shifted slightly, depending on the aspect
ratio of the triangular bonds. It is expected that for the trimer
in C2n symmetry, all three vibrational modes are infrared
active, whereas inD3h symmetry only one mode is infrared
active.

Within the experimentally studied frequency range only
one peak at 231 cm−1 has been found. This would be close to
the calculated band positions of 204 cm−1 for structuresBd or

210 cm−1 for structuresCd. A second vibrational transition is
known from earlier pulsed field ionization zero kinetic en-
ergy sZEKEd photoelectron spectroscopy experiments by
Yang and co-workers.33,34 In their spectra a feature 172 cm−1

apart from the band origin has been attributed to a transition
between the ground electronic state of V3 to the first excited
level of a totally symmetric vibration mode of the ground
electronic state of V3

+. However, this interpretation may not
be appropriate if the ground state structures of neutral and
cationic trimer are very different. We do not observe a peak
at this wave number and it is not clear if this is due to a low
IR intensitysor even IR inactivity in case ofD3h symmetryd
of this mode or if its absence is related to the low density of
vibrational states of V3

+ at low energyssee aboved.
If only the experimental vibrational frequencies are com-

pared to the calculated values for the different structures, the
presence ofsAd is rather unlikely since it has no transition
around 230 cm−1. StructuresBd fits much better with transi-
tions at 142 cm−1 and at 204 cm−1; however, these frequen-
cies are both about 30 cm−1 too low when compared to the
ZEKE and IR experiments, respectively. AlsosCd would be
in rather good agreement with a frequency at 212 cm−1. Ad-
ditional modes are found forsAd, sBd, andsCd at 333 cm−1,
333 cm−1, and 382 cm−1, respectively, but these have only
low IR intensity.

Due to the small energy differences of the three calcu-
lated structures, and the uncertainty in the calculated band
positions, we cannot unambiguously identify which bond
lengths and aspect ratio of the triangular structure is seen in
the experiment.

In previous studies12,13 an isosceles triangle for the neu-
tral vanadium trimer has been suggested. An isosceles tri-
angle for neutral and charged trimers has been reported by Li
et al.14 However, our results do not agree with the calcula-
tions of Wu and Ray13 and Calaminiciet al.,28 who found
that an equilateral triangle is preferred for the cationic trimer.
We note that Calaminiciet al. also discuss an isosceles tri-
anglesthat is slightly higher in energyd that has almost iden-
tical bond length as our structuresAd. We have carefully
investigated this issue, and found that any equilateral struc-
ture relaxes into one of the isosceles structures. We note that
the linear trimer structuresnot shown hered is significantly
higher in energysand in fact is not stable upon small distor-
tionsd.

We have also tested the effect of the Ar atom on the
calculated vibrational spectrum for V3

+ for structuresAd. We
find that the Ar atom is bound very weakly with<0.1 eV.
The position of the Ar atom is in the plane of the triangle
above the apex. The vibrational spectrum is almost identical,
as can be seen in Fig. 5sdd. In particular, the main peak is
still at 159 cm−1, just as for structuresAd without an Ar atom.
In the spectrum of the V3Ar+ complex there are two addi-
tional peaks at low frequencies, corresponding to the weakly
bound Ar atom. We therefore confirm that the Ar atom has
essentially no effect on the vibrations of the V3

+ ion.

C. Results and discussion for V 4
+

We find that a trigonal pyramid as shown in Fig. 6sad is
the energetically preferred structure for V4

+. The result is in

FIG. 5. Results for V3
+. sad Schematic representation of the three most stable

structuressAd–sCd. Since they are very similarsand only differ slightly in
bond lengthsd, only one picture is shown;sbd the spectrum measured experi-
mentally; scd the spectrum calculated for the structuressAd–sCd; sdd the
spectrum of structuresAd with an Ar atom attached. The energy differences
shown are in eV.
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agreement with the calculations of Wu and Ray.13 A planar
structure has been predicted for neutral vanadium
tetramers12–14 and in a recent study for V4

+ by Li et al.14 We
find that a planar structure is much higher in energy for the
cations. In Fig. 6scd we show the calculated spectra of three
trigonal pyramids that differ slightly in how they are dis-
torted and thus differ in bond lengths. In addition, we show
the calculated spectrum of the planar structuresDd. Among
the pyramid structures, structuresAd is the most symmetric
one, where twosopposited bonds have lengths of 2.21 Å, and
2.29 Å, respectively, while the remaining four bonds are 2.32
Å. StructuressBd and sCd are more distorted, with bond
lengths of 2.45 Å, 2.69 Å, and 2.25 Åsfour timesd, and 2.13
Å, 2.25 Å, 2.54 Åstwiced, and 2.30 Åstwiced, respectively.
StructuressAd andsBd have a spin ofS=1/2,while structure
sCd has a spin ofS=3/2.

The experimental spectrumfcf. Fig. 6sbdg exhibits a
strong peak at 198 cm−1 and another weak peak around
255 cm−1. The later peak appears very noisy, but it is real
and can be found also in other data sets. It is found that the
positions of the peaks in the spectrum calculated for the most
symmetric pyramidfstructuresAdg agree very well with the
ones observed experimentally. As mentioned above, the
agreement of thesrelatived positions of the peaks is most
significant, and the relative values of the intensities might be
less reliablesin the calculations as well as in the experimentd.
We note that the calculated frequencies for the planar struc-
ture sDd sthat is less favorable by 0.79 eVd are significantly
lower than the ones observed in the experiment.

We also tested the influence of the Ar atom on the IR
spectrum of V4

+ for structuresAd, which is shown in Fig.
6sdd. Similarly to the results for V3

+, we find that the Ar is
only weakly bound with<0.1 eV, and that the vibrational
spectra are very similar for V4

+ and V4
+Ar. In particular, we

find that the two main peaks for structuresAd at 254 cm−1

and 187 cm−1 shift only slightly to 251 cm−1 and 184 cm−1

for V4
+Ar. The only noticeable effect is that the peak at

210 cm−1 is more pronounced.

D. Results and discussion for V 5
+

The calculations for V5
+ reveal that the structure with the

lowest energy is asslightly buckledd tetragonal pyramid with
a spinS=1 fstructuresAd in Fig. 7sadg. It is <0.1 eV lower in
energy than a trigonal bipyramid withS=1 fstructuresBdg. A
spin state that is not the lowest possible spin state has also
been reported in optical absorption spectroscopy
experiments35 for V5

+. Both structures exhibit only one peak
in the vibrational spectrum, which is shifted slightly to the
blue for structuresBd. The similarity of the spectra for the
two structures is due to the fact that a buckled tetragonal
pyramid can be the same as a distorted trigonal bipyramid.
Our results are in agreement with previous studies. For
cationic,13,14 anionic,14 and neutral12,14,15V5, the trigonal bi-
pyramid was found to be energetically preferred. However,
the DFT study of Wu and Ray13 and a later molecular dy-
namics study17 find the sbuckledd tetragonal pyramid to be
the energetically preferred structure.

FIG. 6. Results for V4
+. sad Schematic representation of the four most stable

structuressAd–sDd. Since structuressAd–sCd are very similarsand only dif-
fer slightly in bond lengthsd, only one picture is shown;sbd the spectrum
measured experimentally;scd the spectrum calculated for the structures
sAd–sDd; sdd the spectrum of structuresAd with an Ar atom attached. The
energy differences shown are in eV.

FIG. 7. Results for V5
+. sad Schematic representation of the three most stable

structuressAd–sCd; sbd the experimental spectrum is constructed from the
data for V5

+Ar2 and V5
+Ar4; scd the spectrum calculated for the structuressAd,

sBd, sA8d, sB8d, andsCd. The energy differences shown are in eV.
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The same structuressA8d and sB8d with spin S=0 are
both slightly higher and energy, but have rather different
spectra. However, the energy differences in both cases are
only about 0.1 eV, which is close to the expected accuracy of
our calculations, in particular, when different spin states are
considered. We also show results for the planar structuresCd,
which is much higher in energy, and also has a completely
different spectrum.

The experimental spectrum for V5
+ shows a peak at

232 cm−1, and a broad feature around 290 cm−1. The peak at
232 cm−1 is very well reproduced by the calculations for
structuresAd for also structuresBdg with S=1. The additional
sbroadd peak in the experimental data is not found in our
calculations for the lowest energy structuressAd andsBd with
S=1. However, structuresA8d with S=0 has two additional
peaks, between 250 cm−1 and 290 cm−1, that could match the
broad experimental peak around 290 cm−1. Thus, in the IR
spectra best agreement is obtained between the experimental
spectrum and that ofsA8d.

E. Results and discussion for V 6
+

The most stable structure for V6
+ is a tetragonal bipyra-

mid. This is in agreement with previous results12,13,15,17that
all predict this structure. We have also tested a number of
additional structures, but they are all significantly higher in
energy. In particular, structuresDd has been suggested
previously12,14 but our calculations predict this structure to
be 0.54 eV higher in energy. However, we find that different
local minima for the tetragonal bipyramid exist, that all cor-
respond to slightly different degrees of stretching and distor-
tion from the most symmetric arrangement. All have a spin
of S=1/2 sand the same structures with different spin are all
higher in energyd.

In Fig. 8 we show the spectra of the four most favorable
structures. All tetragonal bipyramids have three major peaks,
with one at 245 cm−1, and two more peaks at higher frequen-
cies. The spacings between the peaks depends on the distor-
tions of the structures, with the least distorted structuresCd
exhibiting the smallest splitting. Here, the four base bonds
salmost horizontal in Fig. 8d are all 2.28 Å, while the eight
pyramid bonds are alternating between 2.61 Å and 2.31 Å.
StructuresBd is similar, but with a larger aspect ratio: the
four base bonds are 2.26 Å, while the pyramid bonds are
2.63 Å and 2.33 Å. StructuresAd is the least symmetric
structure, with the four base bonds alternating between 2.34
Å and 2.26 Å, and the pyramid bonds are 2.58 Åstwiced,
2.68 Å stwiced, and 2.32 Åsfour timesd.

All isomers with the tetragonal bipyramidal structure are
close in energy and exhibit similar IR spectra. The agreement
of the calculated spectra with the experimental one is quite
good: the experiments exhibit a well defined peak at
260 cm−1, in agreement with the one at 245 cm−1 in the cal-
culations. The experiment then shows a broad peak around
280 cm−1, which could easily be a double peak. Because of
the similarity in the calculated spectra, it is hardly possible to
decide which of the isomerssAd–sCd is present, or if a su-
perposition of spectra of several isomers is observed. On the
other hand, the spectrum for structuresDd is quite different.

Since structuresDd is also significantly higher in energy, we
can rule out this structure as being responsible for the experi-
mental spectrum.

F. Results and discussion for V 7
+

The DFT calculations of Grönbeck and Rosén12 for V7,
of Wu and Ray13 for V7

+, and of Li et al. for V7
+, V7

−, and V7,
as well as the empirical potential calculations of Sunet al.15

all suggest that asslightly buckledd pentagonal bipyramid is
the most stable structure. This is the structure that is shown
as structuresBd in Fig. 9. Our calculations indicate that a
strongly distorted pentagonal bipyramid as shown in Fig. 9 is
in fact the energetically most stable structure. It is 0.06 eV
lower than structuresBd. StructuresAd could also be de-
scribed as a tetragonal pyramid with a dimer on the backside
of the pyramidsthe two atoms most to the right in the figured.
This structuresAd is actually similar to the second lowest
structure in Refs. 13 and 14.

Comparison of the calculated spectra with the one mea-
sured experimentally indicates that structuresAd could in-
deed be the isomer that is observed in the experiment: the
experimental spectrum for V7Ar2

+ has a rather broad peak at
315 cm−1, whereas the calculations for structuresAd show
one strong peak around 305 cm−1 accompanied by a peak of
lower intensity at 315 cm−1. The smaller experimental peak
around 268 cm−1 might correspond to the weak feature in the
calculations around 275 cm−1.

FIG. 8. Results for V6
+. sad Schematic representation of the four most stable

structuressAd–sDd. Since structuressAd–sCd are very similarsand only dif-
fer slightly in bond lengthsd, only one picture is shown;sbd the spectrum
measured experimentally for V6Ar2

+; scd the spectrum calculated for the
structuressAd–sDd. The energy differences shown are in eV.
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G. Results and discussion for V 8
+

The four most stable structures for V8
+ are shown in Fig.

10sad. StructuresAd is the same that has been predicted for
cationic,13,14 anionic,14 and neutral12–15 V8 in previous stud-

ies. It is a combination of a tetragonal bipyramid with two
additional atoms capping two neighboring faces. These two
atoms then form an additional dimer bond, which is the hori-
zontal stopd bond in Fig. 10sad. The second lowest structure
is a buckled hexagonal bipyramidfstructuresBdg. Structure
sCd is a variation of structuresAd, while structuresDd is a
combination of several trigonal pyramidssthat has been sug-
gested to be the second lowest structure in Ref. 13d. All
structures have the lowest energy with spinS=1/2, but the
effect of spin is discussed explicitly below for this cluster for
structure sAd. The spectrum that has been calculated for
structuresAd fcf. Fig. 10scdg agrees best with the one that is
observed experimentallyfcf. Fig. 10sbdg. We therefore con-
clude that this is the structure of the V8

+ clusters.
In Fig. 11, we compare the spectra calculated for struc-

ture sAd with spins ofS=1/2, S=3/2, S=5/2, andS=7/2.
The spectra for V8

+ with S=1/2 andS=3/2 arevery similar
and both could be consistent with the experimental spectrum.
On the other hand, for larger spinssS=5/2, andS=7/2d, the
spectrum changes significantly. The energy difference be-
tweenS=1/2 andS=3/2 is 0.42 eV, and it increases even
more for the higher spin states. On the other hand, as the spin
increases, the atomic structure changes only slightly. This
minor change in the geometry is manifested as follows: The
top dimer bondfthe horizontal top bond in Fig. 10sadg gets
shortened and the two corresponding atoms move further
away from the faces underneath. Also, as the spin increases,
the underlying tetragonal bipyramidal block changes from a
very symmetric structure to one that becomes more and more
distorted.

From our calculations we conclude that the atomic struc-
ture for V8

+ is the one that is shown as structuresAd, and that
in fact it has a low spin state. Our calculations suggestS
=1/2.

H. Results and discussion for V 9
+

We find two structures for V9
+ that are very similar in

energy. They are shown in Fig. 12 as structuressAd andsBd.
StructuresAd is a cagelike structure. StructuresBd can be

FIG. 9. Results for V7
+. sad Schematic representation of the two most stable

structuressAd andsBd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally for V7Ar2
+;

scd the spectrum calculated for the structuressAd, sBd, andsB8d. The energy
differences shown are in eV.

FIG. 10. Results for V8
+. sad Schematic representation of the four most stable

structuressAd–sDd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the spec-
trum calculated for the structuressAd–sDd. The energy differences shown
are in eV.

FIG. 11. Calculated spectra obtained with different spins for V8
+ with struc-

ture sAd. The energy differences shown are in eV.
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described as a tricapped triganol prism with approximate
threefold symmetry. In fact, the geometries ofsAd and sBd
are not that different: consider the two atoms that are to the
far left and right in the picture for structuresAd. If one bends
these two atoms downwardssand at the same time allows the
atoms above to get closer to each otherd, one arrives at struc-
ture sBd. We show both structures with both spin states,S
=0 andS=1. The energy differences between all four iso-
mers are very small, and they are essentially degenerate in
energy. Thus, we clearly cannot assign the ground state on
energetic arguments alone.

We therefore turn our attention to the comparison of the
calculated spectrafcf. Fig. 12scdg with the one obtained ex-
perimentally. The experimental spectrum has three well re-
solved peaks between 300 cm−1 and 350 cm−1, and one ad-
ditional peak around 215 cm−1. The agreement is best with
the spectrum calculated for structuresBd, which also exhibits
a succession of three strong peakssbetween 280 cm−1 and
320 cm−1d, and one additional strong peak to the red. In con-
trast, the spectrum of structuresAd does not exhibit these
four most prominent peaks. The identification of structure
sBd is also in agreement with the results of Ref. 17 for neu-
tral vanadium clusters. We also note that this structure has
also been identified as an important building block for silicon
clusters.36

I. Results and discussion for V 10
+

The most stable structure we found for V10
+ is very simi-

lar to structuresBd for V9
+. It can be described as a bicapped

anticube, where two stacked tetragons are rotated against
each other, and each is topped off by a tetragonal pyramid. It

is shown in Fig. 13sad as structuresAd. It is the same struc-
ture that has been found previously17 for neutral V10. The
energetically preferred spin state isS=1/2. ItsS=3/2 coun-
terpartsA8d is found to be the second lowest isomer, 0.22 eV
higher in energy than isomersAd. An alternative structuresBd
is also shown; it can be described as a bicapped cube, where
the two stacked tetragons are aligned. It is<0.72 eV higher
in energy.

The proper identification of the structure is difficult. The
broad experimental peak between 300 cm−1 and 320 cm−1

might actually be a double peak. Then, the spectrum of struc-
turesAd fand alsosA8dg would agree rather well; for structure
sAd we find two peaks just above and below 300 cm−1. The
experiment then shows another prominent peak at 221 cm−1,
with an additional weaker peak at 277 cm−1. These peaks can
also be matched up with the ones obtained for structuresAd.
The spectrum for structuresBd is rather different, and shows
only three distinct peaks. The energy of isomersBd is signifi-
cantly highersmore than the uncertainty of the calculationsd,
and we therefore suggest that V10

+ prefers to have the struc-
ture of isomersAd.

J. Results and discussion for V 11
+

The energetically preferred structures for V11
+ , V12

+ , and
V13

+ are all very similar: they are all related to the structure of
an icosahedron, and can be described as consisting of two
pentagons, that are stacked above each other, and are rotated
against each other. Then, one, two, or three more atoms are
added to build pentagonal pyramids, and/or are located in the
center. For example, the structure with the lowest energy for
V11

+ is shown in Fig. 14sad as structuresAd. It consists of two
sdistortedd pentagons with a pentagonal pyramid on top.

FIG. 12. Results for V9
+. sad Schematic representation of the two most stable

structuressAd–sBd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the spec-
trum calculated for the structuressAd, sA8d, sBd, and sB8d. The energy dif-
ferences shown are in eV.

FIG. 13. Results for V10
+ . sad Schematic representation of the two most

stable structuressAd–sBd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the
spectrum calculated for the structuressAd, sA8d, andsBd. The energy differ-
ences shown are in eV.
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The calculated spectrum for structuresAd as shown in
Fig. 14scd agrees very well with the one that has been mea-
sured in the experimentfcf. Fig. 14sbdg. The alternative
structure with the second lowest energy is structuresBd. It is
based on two tetragonsfsimilar to structuresAd for V10

+ and
structuresBd for V9

+g. It is significantly higher in energy, and
exhibits a spectrum that is quite different. We therefore con-
clude that the structure observed experimentally might be the
one that is shown as structuresAd. We also show an addi-
tional, cagelike structuresCd that is slightly higher in energy.
All structures shown have the lowest energy for a spin of
S=0.

K. Results and discussion for V 12
+

The experimental spectrum for V12
+ reveals very distinct

peaks at 180 cm−1, 285 cm−1, and 307 cm−1, and a rather
broad peaksthat could easily be a double peakd around
354 cm−1. StructuresAd is the lowest energy structure: it is a
rather symmetric, icosahedral structure. As mentioned above,
it is similar to structuresAd for V11

+ , except that it has two
pentagonal pyramids. The calculations for this isomer give
two peaks that match very well the experimental peaks at
285 cm−1 and 307 cm−1 fcf. Fig. 15scdg. However, no other
peaks are obtained. Note that the double-peak structure is
due to a slight structural distortion from the perfect icosahe-
dron which has only one IR active mode.

StructuresBd with S=1/2 is only slightly higher in en-
ergy s0.12 eVd. It also consists of twosrotatedd pentagons,
but only one pentagonal pyramid, and one additional atom in
the center. This structure has in fact been predicted to be the
energetically preferred structure for neutral V12 in a previous
study.17 It has two additional peaks between 350 cm−1 and

380 cm−1, matching the broadsdoubled peak that is observed
experimentally. In addition, this structure exhibits a peak
around 220 cm−1, which could correspond to the experimen-
tal peak in the low frequency range. Both structuressAd and
sBd are related to the highly symmetric icosahedral structure
sAd for V13

+ scf. Sec. IV Ld: Removing the center atom from
structuresAd of V13

+ leads to structuresAd for V12
+ , while

removing one of the topsor bottomd outside atoms leads to
structuresBd. We also show structuressCd with S=1/2 and
sDd with S=3/2 that are almost degenerate in energy, and are
about 0.6–0.7 eV higher thansAd. Both also exhibit two
significant peaks between 320 cm−1 and 360 cm−1.

The experimental spectrum cannot be reproduced by a
calculated spectrum of any single isomer. We therefore sug-
gest that the spectrum observed experimentally is due to a
superposition of the spectra of the different isomers shown in
Fig. 15sad. Based on the calculated energy differences our
calculations suggest that it might be a superposition of the
spectra of the structuressAd and sBd. We note that the pres-
ence of different isomers in this size range is well estab-
lished, for example, for neutral and cationic niobium
clusters.37

L. Results and discussion for V 13
+

StructuresAd as shown in Fig. 16sad is the energetically
preferred structure for V13

+ . It is an icosahedral structure with
one atom at the center. We also show two additional struc-
tures in Fig. 16sad, and the corresponding spectra in Fig.
16scd. Structure sBd is a rather asymmetric structure. Its
building blocks are a centered hexagon in the middle, with

FIG. 14. Results for V11
+ . sad Schematic representation of the three most

stable structuressAd–sCd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the
spectrum calculated for the structuressAd–sCd. The energy differences
shown are in eV.

FIG. 15. Results for V12
+ . sad Schematic representation of the four most

stable structuressAd–sDd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the
spectrum calculated for the structuressAd–sDd. The energy differences
shown are in eV.
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two atomssforming distorted pyramidsd above, and four at-
oms below. It is 0.71 eV higher in energy than structuresAd.
Shown is also structuresCd, which is even higher in energy,
and has a different spectrum. Nevertheless, this is an inter-
esting structure worth discussing. It is related to the bulklike
structuressBd for V14

+ and sAd for V15
+ .

Experimentally, the spectrum of V13
+ is interesting: It is

the only spectrum for cluster sizes between 3 and 15 atoms
where we see peaks at wave numbers higher than 400 cm−1

fFig. 16sbdg. Such a high vibrational frequency can be a sig-
nature of a mode that involves a strongly bound atom. Our
calculations for the centered structuresAd do predict a peak
around 400 cm−1, which is the highest frequency IR active
mode that we calculate for any structure. Inspection of the
calculated eigenvectors indicates that this mode is associated
with the center atom. In a perfect icosahedron, the lengths of
the bonds of the central atom are expected to be about 5%
shorter than the bonds among the surrounding atoms, which
leads to an increase of the stiffness. We actually find that this
center atom is not symmetrically in the middle of the struc-
ture; in fact, several of its bonds are much shorter than its
average bond lengthsby <10%d. This increased stiffness
could be the reason for the high frequency mode. In addition,
we find a strong peak just above 350 cm−1, that can be
matched with the experimental peak just below 350 cm−1,
and one additional weaker peak around 220 cm−1, that is also
seen experimentally. A double peak around 380 cm−1 is
found for isomersBd, but this is quite strongly shifted in
comparison to the experimental double peak.

The experimental peaks around 420 cm−1 are not repro-
duced by any of the calculated isomers. The most likely
match is structuresAd, but as indicated, we only find one
peak at large frequencies above 400 cm−1, and even that

single peak is calculated with far less intensity. We have also
verified that structuresAd with higher spin states does not
have a lower ground state energy, as it has been suggested,
for example, for lithium clusters.38,39

M. Results and discussion for V 14
+

The experimental spectrum of V14
+ shows much more

structure than the spectra for V13
+ or V15

+ . Just in the range
between 140 and 250 cm−1 at least seven intense peaks can
be identified. This high number of IR active modes suggests
a lower symmetry for V14

+ in comparison to the neighboring
sizessor the presence of several isomersd. As discussed be-
fore scf. Sec. IV Ld, the structure for V13

+ might be the
sslightly distortedd icosahedron. As will be discussed below,
we suggest that V15

+ has the structure of a bulklike capped
cube. These are both highly symmetric structures. The struc-
ture of V14

+ might then be related to either of these structure
by simply adding or removing a V atom, respectively. We
also find that similar to V13

+ , a rather high frequency mode
appears.

In our calculations for V14
+ , two structures emerge, that

are shown in Fig. 17sad. StructuresAd is a cagelike structure
that can be described as follows: it is a stack of a hexagon
and a pentagon, with two additional atoms above and below,
and one more in the center. StructuresBd is very bulklike: the
basic elements of this structure are a body-centered cubes8
+1 atomsd, plus five additional atoms that form tetragonal
pyramids on five of the six faces of the cube. Both structures
are related to the highly symmetric structuressAd andsBd we
find for V15

+ . The difference is that for structuresAd, one

FIG. 16. Results for V13
+ . sad Schematic representation of the three most

stable structuressAd–sCd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the
spectrum calculated for the structuressAd–sCd. The energy differences
shown are in eV. FIG. 17. Results for V14

+ . sad Schematic representation of the two most
stable structuressAd–sBd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the
spectrum calculated for the structuressAd–sBd. The energy differences
shown are in eV.
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hexagon is replaced by a pentagon, and that for structuresBd
there is one outside atom lessfcompared to structuresAd for
V15

+ g. Both structures include a central atom.
All the spectra calculated for structuressAd andsBd with

spins S=1/2 and 3/2exhibit a number of peaks between
170 cm−1 and 270 cm−1, which can be matched to the large
number of peaks in the experimental spectrum between
140 cm−1 and 250 cm−1. Therefore, we will focus the com-
parison on the features at higher frequencies: The experimen-
tal spectrum has a peak at 330 cm−1, and a broader peak
between 370 cm−1 and 380 cm−1, which most likely is a
double peak. StructuressAd and sBd for both spin values
exhibit 3 peaks above 300 cm−1. We verified that similar to
V13

+ , the highest frequency mode corresponds to a vibration
of the central atomsfor both structuresd. The spectrum of
structuresAd also agrees qualitatively in the low frequency
region. Here, relative intensities differ between experiment
and theory. Nonetheless, based on the overall good agree-
ment, structuresAd is the isomer that is most likely observed
in the experiment.

N. Results and discussion for V 15
+

In contrast to V14
+ , the experimental spectrum of V15

+

shows very few peaks. This is an indication for a highly
symmetric structure. Our calculations suggest two structures
that are shown in Fig. 18sad and that are indeed very sym-
metric. StructuresAd is a bulklike structure, consisting of a
body-centered cubes8+1 atomsd plus 6 more atoms forming
tetragonal pyramid above each face. StructuresBd consists of
two hexagons that are rotated with a center atom and two
more atoms above and belowsforming hexagonal pyramidsd.
The energy difference between structuressAd and sBd for
spin S=0 is rather small, only about 0.13 eV.

The spectra for both isomers have a peak just below
350 cm−1, that matches an experimental peak at 355 cm−1.
Structure sAd then also exhibits anothersweakerd peak
around 385 cm−1, while structuresBd has two more peaks to
the high-frequency side between 350 cm−1 and 370 cm−1.
The experimental spectrum has a second strong peak at
379 cm−1. This is a rather narrow, well-defined peak, and
does not appear to be a double peak. The agreement with the
spectrum of the bulklike structuresAd is slightly better, but
we cannot say this with certainty. Both, structuressAd and
sBd exhibit a few peaks with low intensities below 300 cm−1

that match the experimental peaks at 213 cm−1 and
231 cm−1.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the atomic structure of small metal
clusters can be identified by a comparison of experimental
far infrared spectra with vibrational spectra calculated with
DFT. We have presented systematic results for cationic va-
nadium clusters in the size range from 3 to 15 atoms. For
most clusters, we were able to identify the atomic structure
of the cluster. In particular, we have shown that knowledge
of the ground state energy alone is not enough. In some cases
ssuch as V5

+d it appears that the structure that is observed in
the experiment is actually not the one that has the lowest
energy in the calculations. In several other cases, the energy
difference between different structures is very small, and in
fact negligible within the accuracy of a DFT calculation, so
that an unambiguous identification of the structure based on
energetic arguments is not possible. However, comparison of
the calculated vibrational spectra with the experimentally
measured IR spectra does allow for the identification of the
atomic structure. In some casesssuch as V12

+ d, it appears that
the observed experimental spectrum is not the result of just
one isomer, and that in fact several different atomic struc-
tures might be present.

For clusters with 13 and more vanadium atoms, a sig-
nificant change occurs in the high wave number range of the
spectra, that can be correlated with a structural transition.
Clusters up to size 12 only consist of surface atoms. Starting
at size 13, the structure of the cluster includes a central atom.
This central atom is bound stronger than the other atoms,
leading to a higher vibrational frequency. As the cluster size
increases, the structures are less constrained. Thus, they
weaken their bonds to the central atom, which affects the
respective bond length and leads to a slight lowering of the
frequency of the highest frequency mode observed. Close
inspection of the eigenvectors reveals that for clusters of
sizes 13–15, the highest frequency mode does indeed involve
a vibration of the central atom.

For a few cluster sizes, we have not been able to unam-
biguously identify the atomic structure. This problem be-
comes more serious as the cluster size increases. For larger
clusters, mixtures of isomers can be present in the experi-
ment and, on the other hand, theory can miss relevant struc-
tures. Ultimately, more sophisticated computational schemes
are required to test a large number of different structures,
with different distortions and different spin states. Neverthe-

FIG. 18. Results for V15
+ . sad Schematic representation of the two most

stable structuressAd–sBd; sbd the spectrum measured experimentally;scd the
spectrum calculated for the structuressAd, sBd, andsA8d. The energy differ-
ences shown are in eV.
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less, the work described in this paper provides one step fur-
ther in the computational prediction and identification of the
atomic structure of small metal clusters. We believe that it is
straightforward to extend this approach to other types of
nanoparticles, and that much new insight on the size depen-
dent evolution of cluster properties can be gained.
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APPENDIX: CONVERGENCE TESTS FOR THE DMOL3

CODE
DMOL3 is an all-electron DFT code that uses atomic orbit-

als as a basis set.40 For all calculations presented, a basis set
consisting of 24 basis functions was used. Convergence tests
of the total energy and the vibrational frequency of asneu-
trald vanadium dimer with respect to the number and charac-
ter of the basis functions are shown in Table II. Convergence

test 5 includes the 4s, 4p, and 3d orbitals, and is referred to
as basis setall in the code. Including a smaller number of
orbitals sconvergence tests 1–4d does not appear to be suffi-
cient. On the other hand, the change in total energy and
frequency is rather small when more orbitals are added to the
basis setsconvergence tests 6 and 7d. We have also tried
adding completely different orbitals: Adding the 4s, 4p, and
3d orbitals of Ti gives 33 basis functionsstest 8d. The total
energy only changes by about 20 meV, and the frequency
changes by no more than 2%. Note that the energy given is
the total energy of the dimer. The effect of the basis set on
energy differenceswill be substantially smaller, so that a ba-
sis set consisting of 24 basis functions per atomstest 5d is
sufficient to describe vanadium.

The basis functions are truncated at a real space cut-off
radius of 12 bohrs. Convergence with respect to this cutoff
radius is shown in Table III To numerically evaluate the re-
quired matrix elements a dense grid of integration points in
real space has been used.40 The grid points for the numerical
integration are arranged on atom-centered spheresswith
logarithmic spacingd according to the scheme suggested by
Lebedev.41 The mesh parameter determines the number of
spheres, and convergence with respect to this parameter is
shown in Table IV. A mesh parameter of 1.6 has been used
for all calculations in this paper, which corresponds to 65
spheres for each vanadium atom. We have also tested that a
sufficiently large number of integration points on, each
sphere are used, and we have used 11 912 integration points
per vanadium atom.
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